Poulton Photographic Society ~ 2017/18 Syllabus ~ Presentations
Date

Presenter

Title

Details

07/09/17

Roger Goodwill

Review of the Year

Roger will present his annual review of our exhibition images

14/09/17

Gary Waidson,
DPAGB, HND

The Waylandscape

An Evening showing British Landscapes photographed by Gary Waidson
(aka. Wayland). Please visit www.waylandscape.co.uk to see Gary’s work

21/09/17

Andrew Johnson

12/10/17

Steve Cushing,
EFIAP, BPE2*

02/11/17

Margaret Salisbury,
FRPS, MFIAP, FIPF,
APAGB, FSITTP,
FSINWP, AWPF

30/11/17

Boyd Harris

07/12/17

Adrian Almond

18/01/18

Alf Myers

Astrophotography with a Digital
Camera

This talk will cover the use of DSLRs and other digital cameras for
photographing the night sky. It will cover some of the techniques that may
be used for taking and processing images of the Sun, Moon, stars and other
astronomical objects from using either a simple set-up with a tripod and a
cable release, through to the use of advanced telescopes to achieve great
images

Using Lightroom

Steve will talk us through the use of Adobe’s Lightroom software showing
how to use the tools and the software to best advantage. This will be done
by demonstration and provide an opportunity to ask Steve your Lightroom
questions www.stevecushing.co.uk/

The Lucky Dragon

Margaret will present a selection of monochrome and colour print images
which will feature a mixture of Pictorial, Documentary, Travel, Creative,
Nature and Photojournalism, together with the stories that go with them, to
make this a memorable evening

People and Mountains of the
Himalayan Kingdom of Bhutan

Bhutan is a remote country to the east of Nepal. The sacred mountain
Chomolhari which is 7,326m high (24,035 ft), was first climbed in 1937 by
Freddy Spencer Chapman (1901-1971) and Sherpa Pasang Dawa Lama.
This presentation covers their ascent and Boyd’s further exploration into the
North West area of the Bhutanese Himalayas and its remote villages
www.boydharris.co.uk

Lake District Landscape
Photography

Adrian’s talk will show us how he creates his excellent Lake District
landscape images. It will cover techniques and the equipment and
accessories he uses. He will suggest where and when to go, explaining
when the best time of the day/month would be to create stunning images
www.adrianalmondphotography.com

Street Photography

Alf is a passionate street photographer. He will present a selection of his
images and talk us through the techniques involved in capturing them
www.alfagraphy.zenfolio.com
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25/01/18

Justin Garner

01/03/18

Bob Dennis, APAGB,
CPAGB, AFIAP,
BPE4*

15/03/18

David Nightingale

22/03/18

Trevor Davenport,
ARPS, DPAGB,
BPE4*

26/04/18

Ian Stewart, ARPS,
DPAGB

07/06/18

Dave McCulloch

Title
The Long Road South

The Bebington Salon 2018

Details
The Long Road South is about Justin’s journey though South America where
he travelled south though Peru and Chile. The images in the talk will cover
nature, landscapes and travel photography www.jags-photography.co.uk
Bob Dennis will guide us through a selection of the best images from the
renowned 2018 ‘Bebington Salon of Photography’ competition

Title - TBC

David is an excellent local photographer who runs www.chromasia.com. He
will present a selection of his contemporary images and explain the
techniques behind producing them. Expect some eye catching images!

Nature, Far & Near

Trevor’s nature talk is in two halves. In the first half he will show us images
he has taken at the Yellowstone National Park in the USA. In the second
half Trevor will cover images he has taken on the Sefton Coast near where
he lives. A talented nature & wildlife photographer, Trevor won the ‘Insects’
section of the ‘Great British Wildlife Photography Challenge 2016’ run by the
Daily Mail newspaper

My Eye in the Sky

A lecture on Drone photography which will feature both a practical and a
Powerpoint presentation together with an AV show. It will cover how to use
drones correctly to take your photography to new heights
www.iwsphotography.co.uk

Image from our Trip Days

Dave will present a selection of the images taken by Poulton Photographic
Society members during the various PPS outings that have taken place
during the year

